Key Vocabulary
Camoflage
Capital City
Carnivore
Continent
Herbivore
Mammal

Observe
Omnivore
Ocean
Senses

Similarities
Scales
United Kingdom

When an animals skin
blends in with what it is
stood/sat on.
The city where the
government makes decisions
on the country.
An animal that eats meat.
A large amount of land
containing different
countries.
An animal that eats plants
and vegetables.
A mammal is an animal
that breathes air, has a
backbone, and grows hair
at some point during its
life.
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What should I already know ?
Name some places animals live.
Know and point to parts of your body.
Know and point to parts of animals’ bodies.
Use what you know to describe humans and other animals.
Ask questions about the place where they live or the natural world.

What do we mean by the
hot/cold places of the world?
Where are the hot/cold places in
the world?
What is the weather like in the
hot near the Equator?
What is the weather like near
the North or South Pole)?
How is the weather at the
Equator/Poles different from
the weather in our country?
Can you describe what sorts of
animals/plants live in hot/cold
places?

Seeing or taking notice of
something.
An animal that eats meat
and plants.
A large area of salt
water.
The way we identify our
surroundings. The senses
are: touch, taste, feel,
hear and see.
Things that are the same.
The skin found on a sea
creature, usually fish.
The Island we live on.
Consisting of four
countries: England,
Scotland, Wales, Northern
Island.

Key Questions

What features do animals have?
Are all animals the same?
What things are similar between
two different animals?
How do animals move?
Can youi describe what some
animals might eat?
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